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1. Toward lexicography with a human face 
 
 The dictionary is an indispensable tool in acquiring a language, be it a 
foreign or a native one. However, traditional lexicography firmly rooted in 
the representationist view of language 1 is inadequate to the task. Not even 
the best learner’s dictionaries are able to explicate the linguistic conven-
tion which makes up the content of speakers’ intuitions about their lan-
guage; at the very best, the user is able to ‘extract’ this knowledge from 
examples. Moreover, traditional lexicography has no means of doing this. 
In a dictionary concerned with taking stock of senses attributed to a word 
as the objective truths about it, there is no intelligible relationship between 
the conceptual substance of the symbolic units of the language (both 
words and constructions) and their combinatorial and grammatical proper-
ties. Pinning senses onto words, conventional dictionaries mythologize 
language, excluding from language use any cognitive dynamics (Cowley 
and Kravchenko 2006; Kravchenko 2007), specifically, the speakers as 
meaning-makers and thus the mechanisms determining the limits within 
which they can exploit the concepts of lexical units pro doma sua, i.e., in 
pursuit of their particular goals. This unavoidably makes language teach-
ing unnecessarily formal and unintuitive, as if our speech interactions were 
in actual fact an exchange of codes rather than a cognitive effort.  
 Mastering a native language or acquiring a foreign one does not, of 
course, consist in memorizing paired signifier-to-signified correspon-
dences, or so called linguistic signs, together with the rules of their combi-
nation. In what follows I offer an analysis of an adjectival concept, and an 
approach to structuring an adjective entry in a dictionary that, while reject-
ing the idea of language as a denotational sign system underlied by the 
conduit metaphor, supports theories that recognize the agentive nature of 
language rooted in human activities and reciprocal behavior. Starting with 

                                                 
1  I.e., a conception of language as a reflection of objective reality, and of mean-
ing as a conventional “unit of sense” unrelated to the speaker. See, e.g., Blinov 
(1996: 57-67). 



a view of language as the adaptive cognitive behavior of speakers in an 
essentially socialized domain of dynamic interactions with their fellow 
speakers and anthropocentric environment, 2 the lexicography based on 
this approach attempts to describe not an off-the-shelf inventory of senses 
but the way senses are created, i.e., conceptualizations, and regards the 
speakers’ selection of lexico-syntactic patterns as a cognitive effort rather 
than an application of ready-made templates. Conceptualization is inher-
ently dynamic and takes place in a multifactorial and labile environment, 
something I intend to show in this paper using concrete lexical and syntac-
tic material. This has important implications for the implementation of a 
new theoretical perspective in the praxis of pedagogical lexicography and 
language instruction that involves teaching not vocabulary and grammar as 
some sort of autonomous modules, but precisely linguistic behavior in a 
given language. 
 It is necessary to restore ownership of the language to speakers who 
use the linguistic means at their disposal for meaningful orientation in the 
world and interaction with the environment, thus implementing their 
communicative intent. Cognitive lexicography tackles this task based on a 
conceptual analysis of the symbolic units of language (Rivelis 2009). 
 
 
2. What is a concept? Two models of lexicographic description 
 
 For the purpose of the present discussion, a concept is a mental struc-
ture symbolized by a linguistic unit and a model of the speaker’s orienta-
tion in the world in a certain fragment of its linguistic picture. It is a cogni-
tive schema thought of as a functionally loaded, topologically stable con-
figuration of parameters. The relationship of the concept’s functional con-
stituent – or, perhaps, the “idea” of the linguistic unit – to its structure 
shows affinity to such notions as inner form, contentful form, or eidos. 
The concept sanctions (though by no means is deterministic of) both all 
the uses of a linguistic unit acceptable to a native speaker and the unit’s 
grammatical behavior. 
 How the two models – the representationist and the cognitive – differ 
is shown in this paper using the lexicographic description of an adjective 
as an example. The Russian adjective presents lexicographer with a special 
challenge. The only means traditional lexicography has to describe predi-
cate words is paraphrastic definition. Hence the endless vicious circles, the 

                                                 
2  See, specifically, Kravchenko (2008) for a detailed review of platforms within 
this theoretical scope and further references. 



bad infinity of propositional synonymy of adjectival predicates. On the 
other hand, adjectival senses tend to proliferate, owing to the shifter char-
acter of the relational words; they are conceptually non-autonomous, 
which is why the meaning of the Adj N construction is virtually never fully 
compositional (Taylor 2002; Rivelis 2007), while the meaning of the ad-
jective turns out to be dependent on the conditions of its use (Arutjunova 
1976,1988; Raskin & Nirenburg 1998). These conditions can only be 
stated in general terms, i.e., as admissible cognitive operations on the con-
ceptual schema, where the nature of the concept, let me emphasize, is es-
sentially unique as opposed to senses which are basically propositional in 
nature.3 As for the conventional dictionary, what it describes are the 
senses, i.e., not the concept as such but its particular instantiations. A lexi-
cographic description of this kind is of necessity fractional, incomplete, 
and usually incoherent. Besides, more often than not it reduces distinct 
concepts to a common set of truth conditions, with the dictionary contract-
ing “synonymite” 4 as a consequence. 
 All this emphatically applies to the description of the Russian adjective 
with its highly erratic grammatical behavior. Remaining not only unmoti-
vated, but often not even exemplified by the dictionary, are such aspects as 
the admissibility and conditions of use of the short form (SF)5 of the so-
called degrees of comparison (in particular, analytical vs. synthetic com-
parative), of comparative forms in -ее vs. -ей, of the so called forms of 
subjective evaluation (such as diminutive forms), as well as the many and 
varying uses in predicate and semi-predicate positions. Sporadic gram-
matical labeling such as long form only or usually short form (see the ex-
ample entry below) does nothing to save the situation; these are just formal 
directions devoid of explanatory power. However, it is difficult, if at all 
                                                 
3 Thus, for each sense attributed to an adjective, there is a particular set of truth 
conditions generally satisfiable by any number of synonyms. 
4  An apt term coined by Berkov (1996). However, he confines himself to appeal-
ing for precision in semantic definitions and makes no attempt to offer a principled 
solution to the problem of circularity. No such solution is suggested in the work by 
Nina Arutjunova either, where the proliferation of adjectival synonyms is ex-
plained as follows: “A predicate tends to intrude on the territory of its neighbors” 
(Arutjunova 1976: 340). 
5  The following abbreviations will be used in the interlinear glosses: 1ST = first 
person, ADJ = adjective, CMPR = comparative, DAT = dative, DIM = diminutive, 
F = feminine, FUT = future, GEN = genitive, IMP = imperative, INDF = indefi-
nite, INS = instrumental, INV = inversion, LF = long form, LOC = locative, M = 
masculine, PFV = perfective, PL = plural, PRS = present, PST = past, PTCP = par-
ticiple, REFL = reflexive, SF = short form, SG = singular, SUBST = substantive. 
 



possible, to find two adjectives with identical grammatical habits even 
among those which are assumed to belong to the same narrowly defined 
lexico-grammatical subdivision. Nor can the dictionary motivate the dy-
namic positioning of almost any adjective along the “qualitative – rela-
tional” axis. Instead, both types are quite mechanically included in the 
common inventory of senses and left essentially undifferentiated as to their 
nature, morphological features, and syntactic properties. 
 A dictionary entry for the Russian adjective славный ('glorious') will 
serve to illustrate the above. It is taken from BTS (1998), a comprehensive 
modern dictionary of the Russian language that inherits its major features 
from the standard academic Dictionary of the Russian Language (MAS, 
1985-1988), and is glossed in English for the benefit of international read-
ers: 
 

СЛÁВНЫЙ, -ая, -ое; -вен, -внá, -вно.  
1. Достойный славы; знаменитый 'deserving glory; famous'. С-ая 
победа glorious victory. С-ые страницы прошлого glorious pages of the 
past. С. подвиг glorious deed. С-ое имя glorious name.  
2.  usually short. (+ Instr). Ставший известным, прославившийся 
'having become renowned, having achieved fame'. Край с. своими тра-
дициями the land (widely) known for its traditions. Город славен живо-
писными садами the town is famed for its picturesque gardens. Село 
славно своими кружевницами the village is celebrated for its lace-
makers.  
3. long form only. coll. Располагающий к себе, хороший, милый, 
симпатичный 'prepossessing, nice, sweet, likable'. С. парень good fellow. 
С. старикан nice old man. С-ая девчушка sweet little girl. С. малый nice 
guy. || Вызывающий расположение, приятный 'that impresses favorably, 
pleasing'. С-ое лицо lovely face, С-ая улыбка genial smile. С-ые глаза 
wonderful eyes.  
4. long form only. coll. Доставляющий удовлетворение, удовольст-
вие, хороший 'bringing enjoyment, pleasure, good'. С. денёк wonderful 
day. С-ая погодка fine weather. С-ая повестушка! nice little story С. го-
родок charming little town.  
⃟ prov. Славны бубны за горами Glorious are the tambourines over 
the mountains. (The foreign is always thought of as something good). <  
Славненький nice little… (see). 

 
 Sense proliferation is quite obvious here; what MAS registers as 
shades of meanings, of which there are two, the BTS compiler – striving to 
refine sense differentiation based on some distinctions in real or imagin-
able truth conditions – promotes to a higher rank (adding senses 2 and 4). 
However, a finer-meshed division of senses is no guarantee for the ab-
sence of gaps. Thus the line 



  
 Коль славен наш Господь в Сионе  
 'how glorious-SF our Lord in Zion-LOC'  
 “How glorious is our Lord in Zion” 
 
from a well-known Orthodox hymn where славный is used in the context 
of holiness, can hardly, without falling into heresy, be interpreted from the 
perspective of an evaluating subject, i.e., as 'deserving glory; famous' (acc. 
to sense 1), not to mention other senses suggested by the dictionary. With 
this in mind, it becomes even less intelligible how exactly the two pairs of 
senses (1-2 & 3-4, i.e. 'glorious' resp. 'good') relate to each other, if indeed 
they are related. In the popular Ozhegov dictionary (TSRJa) they are un-
equivocally entered as homonyms. All this notwithstanding, at least two 
senses are missing from the dictionary entirely (see below). 
 This and much more of what makes up the speaker’s intuitive linguis-
tic knowledge of this word remains obscure. Can it be used in the com-
parative form, and if so, in which senses? Does it have an analytic com-
parative (and why, for instance, is более славный 'more glorious' accept-
able while the opposite, менее славный 'less glorious', is not, at the same 
time as it is unobjectionable in the context of negation: не менее славный 
'no less glorious')? Can the long form (LF) be used in predicate position? 
Which senses allow the forms of subjective evaluation to be used? Is it re-
ally the case that славный means 'good' (senses 3-4) and lacks a concep-
tual specificity of its own? Why does the phrase славный путь 'glorious 
path' look more acceptable than славная дорога 'glorious road', while 
славный город 'glorious city' is quite obviously glorious in a different way 
than славный городок 'pleasing town-DIM'? Is it true that the proverb 
Славны бубны за горами is an opaque idiom of decoding that should re-
side in lexicographic limbo, after a “rhombus” (⃟) at the end of the entry, 
since its meaning allegedly cannot be motivated by any of the senses 
listed? What, in actual fact, motivates the grammatical labels accompany-
ing senses 2-4? Why is the short form not possible with senses 3 and 4? As 
regards the label with sense 2, it is plainly misleading, for the long form 
cannot be used in this construction at all: * Наш край – славный 'our 
country(side) [is] glorious-LF'.6 However, it is readily usable if the predi-
cate status of the adjective is changed, namely, if it is moved from a post-
copular position to that of a participle:  
                                                 
6  In the dictionary entry cited, a comma has been omitted from Край[,] славный 
своими традициями. For this expression to be grammatical, the short form of the 
adjective ought to be used. It is not possible in this example to interpret the long 
form as a predicate nominal.  



 Город, славный своими живописными садами 
  'city, famed-LF for its picturesque gardens'.  
It should also be noted that the noun that fills the content valency of the 
adjective (славный чем? – садами, i.e. 'famed for what? – gardens-
PL.INS') must normally have a determiner, usually expressed by a posses-
sive pronoun (своими ‘its-PL.INS), something that also needs to be made 
explicit. 
 The range of problems outlined above, though essentially overlooked 
by the objectivist dictionary model, is of primary significance to cognitive 
lexicography. The adjective is treated in cognitive grammar as an atempo-
ral relational concept (Langacker 2002, 2008, 2009). Trajector (TR), i.e., 
the focused participant in the adjectival relationship, is an object or some 
other reified entity (a schematic “thing” in the sense of Langacker), while 
landmark (LM) is an abstract, non-salient and not independently verbal-
ized entity implicit in the adjective’s lexical meaning.  
 Thus turning to Ronald Langacker’s classical example (Langacker 
2002: 176; 2008: 186-187) reproduced in a number of works (Taylor 
2002: 220; Radden and Dirven 2007: 44-46), высокий 'tall' projects its TR 
onto a region in excess of a norm on the scale of vertical extent which is 
incorporated, as it were, into the semantic structure of the adjective;7 
круглый ‘round’ appeals to a specific topology that holds between the 
subparts of the TR itself, while красный ‘red’ relates the TR to a certain 
region in the color space.  
 On the face of it, this schema of an adjectival concept adopted in cog-
nitive grammar may seem to be just another way of stating the traditional 
view, according to which an adjective expresses a non-processual relation. 
In actual fact, it suggests something quite different. What the adjective de-
signates is not a feature (a property of an object) – it does not and cannot 
name a property, this is a privilege of an abstract noun – but a feature re-
lation. For this reason, any adjective is, strictly speaking, relative.  
 For one thing, the landmark of an adjectival relation can be construed 
as an immediate property that is either revealed in, or ascribed to, a thing, 
i.e., a property that can be thought of as inherent or autonomous, respec-
tively, even when no specific name for the property in question is avail-
able, or when the lexical “slot” for it is only occasionally filled. (Cf. 
скверность, заядлость, славность 'the quality of being nasty, inveterate, 

                                                 
7  A reservation, however, is in order. As regards the so-called qualitative adjec-
tives, it is not the objective and measurable properties of things that are at issue 
here but, in a very broad sense, the evaluative relations. 



glorious,' the latter in a spiritual context as well as in the sense of “слав-
ная вещь” 'marvelous thing'). 
 This dialectics of the inherent vs. the autonomous, which already 
M. V. Lomonosov seems to have noted in his grammar,8 engenders both 
conceptualizations imbued with the sense of an objective (inherent) prop-
erty that are ultimately axiologically neutral construals, and conceptualiza-
tions with the sense of a property that is meaningful from the perspective 
of the speaker, i.e., the evaluative ones (ascribed). It is only in this latter 
case that “qualitativeness,” as it is commonly understood, comes into play: 
it is functional by its very nature, or anthropocentrically significant. It is 
worth mentioning that the fundamental correlation of what is usually 
called “qualitativeness” in an adjective with an evaluation of an ontologi-
cal relation (Rus. “предметное отношение”) – or, in other terms, correla-
tion of predicativeness with an evaluative judgment – was duly noted by 
V. V. Vinogradov (1947/2001: 160). It seems, however, that almost no at-
tention has ever been paid to this aspect of his theory of adjectives. This 
should be contrasted to the obvious fact that no morphological, syntactic, 
morphemic or lexical feature usually taken as a mark of a qualitative ad-
jective can be regarded as necessary (see Zubova 1999).  
 If, on the other hand, the landmark of an adjectival relation is con-
strued as a domain, no property is ascribed to the thing;9 the adjective 
merely relates it to some coherent experiential space of whatever nature, 
i.e., real-world or notional (such as МОРЕ 'sea', ВЕРХ 'top'). In each par-
ticular case, a relation of this kind is only made meaningful through prag-
matic entrenchment provided by the convention or context, and it is estab-
lished between TR as a participant in a certain process, specified to a 
greater or lesser degree by convention, and some entity in the domain 
(Vendler 1967; Langacker 1999). Thus, морской биолог 'marine biologist' 
is a “marine” entity not per se but in that s/he studies organisms living in 

                                                 
8  “Things are not attached to properties necessarily [while] properties without the 
thing itself cannot be” (Lomonosov 1755: 27, §50). Cf. “A property is an abstract 
and [mentally] apprehended common aspect of an object such that attains its ful-
fillment in the object without necessarily belonging to it and, being of a common 
nature, can belong to any phenomenon” (Aksakov 1880: 112).  
9  In Russian, it is not possible to think of * медность, атомность or машино-
строительность, i.e. a property of being coppery, nuclear or engineering, other 
than under strong pragmatic pressure in contexts such as медность лба 'dimwit-
tedness' (lit. 'a coppery quality of the forehead') or атомность цен 'exorbitant 
price level' (lit. 'nuclearity of prices'). 



the sea.10 It is not properties that the domain adjectives specify but multi-
faceted spaces of meaningful relations between things characterized and 
the domains to which the adjectives point. They are therefore non-
evaluative; they cannot in normal use support a judgment. Consequently, 
they cannot have predicative forms, viz. degrees of comparison and a short 
form. If, by virtue of convention or in the context of discourse, a domain 
relation is conventionalized as evaluative or is deliberately re-categorized 
as such, i.e., if it is transformed from an ontological and subcategorizing 
into a feature-ascribing and characterizing relation, the adjective shifts to-
ward qualitativeness (cf. морской характер 'seaman’s character'). Under-
lying extensions of this kind are mechanisms of metaphor (usually concep-
tual) and those of metonymy (usually regular),11 as well as creative uses.  
 Conversely, if a property becomes ontologized, it acquires domain sta-
tus, and the name of the property (including a potential or a strongly 
marked one, such as тяжелость 'heaviness') is re-categorized as a do-
main name. For this reason, the adjective begins to characterize the trajec-
tor not in a direct and unmediated way, but through a relation to some enti-
ties in the multifaceted domain thus construed, and shifts toward related-
ness (cf. высокое мастерство 'superb mastery', славная осень 'glorious 
autumn'). In the limiting case, the evaluative component can be totally lost 
(тяжелая промышленность 'heavy industry', славный гимн 'glorious 
hymn'). This model is infinitely more productive than is usually assumed. 
 Returning to the adjective славный, the reason why it lacks a compara-
tive and a short form when used as a domain adjective (senses 3 and 4) is 
that it becomes relativized in the manner described. Neither девчушка 
('girl-DIM') nor денёк ('day-DIM') is glorious as such. These objects are 
characterized through a relation to something in the domain СЛАВНОСТЬ 

('gloriousness'). In effect, this “something” is only known to the speaker; 
evaluation in such uses undergoes subjectification (as opposed to senses 1 
and 2, for which the “glorious” status of the trajector is asserted by the col-

                                                 
10  To emphasize the conventionality of the domain relation is of utmost impor-
tance. Thus, the phrase ?

 морской художник 'seascape painter' (lit. 'sea-ADJ.LF 
painter'), though not unreservedly ungrammatical, is nevertheless far from being as 
natural as морской биолог or морской куророт 'seaside resort', perhaps because 
painting lacks a “permanent residence permit” in the domain МОРЕ 'sea'. 
11  Cf. черный день 'black day', an expression underlied by a conceptual metaphor 
BLACK IS BAD; трудный ребенок 'difficult child', an expression that contains a 
regular metonymy (a characterization transferred from the process – in this case, 
'upbringing' – to the object of this process). In both cases there is a shift from the 
qualitative toward the relational, a “transition” commonly – and fallaciously –
regarded as having only a limited productivity. 



lective consciousness). At the same time, without turning into Humpty 
Dumpty, the speaker cannot violate the limits set by linguistic convention 
for exploiting the concept; one is not at will to choose a trajector that in 
this particular linguo-cultural setting can only be evaluated negatively.12 
 
 
3. Conceptual analysis of славный and its grammar 
 
 A reasonably comprehensive conceptual motivation of all traits of 
grammatical and collocational behavior of this adjective would require a 
monograph (Ščerba 1940). Here, after dwelling initially on the “idea”, or 
the functional constituent, of the concept СЛАВНЫЙ 'glorious,' I am going 
to touch upon just some of them. It is the functional constituent that de-
fines the admissible boundaries within which the speaker can exploit the 
concept. 
 On surveying the actual uses of this adjective exemplified in dictionar-
ies, the Russian National Corpus, and the Runet, it becomes obvious that 
the concept in question “ни при какой погоде” (lit. 'under no weather 
conditions'), not even glorious ones (as in славная погодка 'jolly good 
weather-DIM', see sense 4), can be reduced to paraphrases such as 'deserv-
ing glory, famous' or 'having achieved renown or fame'. The meaning of 
expressions such as славный полководец 'glorious warlord' which are ob-
viously – much too obviously – related to the notion of 'слава' in its mod-
ern secular interpretation (≈ 'fame, public eminence'), is not reducible to 
something like 'honorable renown as evidence of the universal recognition 
of sb’s merits, talent, valor, etc.' (MAS). It is rather славность 'glorious-
ness'13 (as already mentioned) and not слава 'fame' that is the correlate 
property of this adjective, and the idea of glory (in the sense of 'halo'), eas-
ily recognizable in the genitive metaphor в лучах славы lit. 'in the rays of 
glory',14 is an essential component of the concept СЛАВНЫЙ. The bearer of 

                                                 
12  Thus it is quite possible to call Zorro a славный разбойник 'glorious brigand' 
but hardly a * славный бандит 'glorious mobster' or славный олигарх 'glorious 
oligarch' (unless stated ironically). I will have more to say on the subjectification 
of evaluations in what follows. Of course, the status of a trajector can change, as 
was the case in Russia with the status of the mobster in the post-perestroika law-
lessness of the 1990s, during which period word uses appeared that previously 
seemed impossible. 
13  In English, a rather frequent noun. 
14  Here, in its initial sacred sense. Cf. for example: “Вдруг предстал им Ангел 
Господень, и слава Господня осияла их; и убоялись страхом великим” (And, 



this property is a source of bliss or grace (Rus. “благодать”) – prototypi-
cally, a god, a saint, or a wise ruler – that irradiates everyone equally. To 
mean 'honorable renown', one would say прославленный 'celebrated', 
стяжавший славу 'famed', знаменитый 'renowned' – but never славный. 
A славный полководец is, of course, famous for his victories, but in this 
specific use (sense 1) the speaker abstracts away from the content of the 
warlord’s glory, not ascribing to, but revealing in the object itself, the 
named property. The expression conveys not so much the idea that the 
warlord has been “accorded fame” for his deeds but, rather, that he has 
brought glory to his fatherland and is thus a source of bliss (i.e., of spiri-
tual and not just of utilitarian good) for his people. Славное море – свя-
щенный Байкал ('Glorious sea sacred Baikal!'), to take another example 
from a popular Russian folksong, is also glorious in this “blissful” sense, 
not because it is famous, widely known, or splendid.15 A славный город 
'glorious city' has surely attained renown for its remarkable architecture, 
its handicrafts, or the heroic deeds of its citizens, but it is the fact that it is 
their “pride and joy” (Rus. краса и гордость, lit. ‘beauty and pride’) or 
again, a “locus of glory” or “seat of glory” (as in Isaiah 22:23),16 that lies 
at the conceptual core of this expression. Similarly, a славный коллектив 
'famed collective' is not so much ”celebrated” as it is a collective that sets 
a “righteous” example, etc. 
 Of course, the idea of universal recognition, or fame (i.e. слава in its 
proper modern sense), cannot be excluded from interpretations of exam-
ples with a prototypical bearer of 'славность' ('gloriousness'). In such uses 
славный functions as an adjective of an objective property, where the idea 
of universal recognition actualizes the component 'слава' as, in a sense, a 
measurable parameter of 'славность'. Such an adjective can have degrees 
of comparison – as opposed to subjectively evaluative uses that refer the 
trajector to the domain СЛАВНОСТЬ with no concrete property being speci-
fied. 
 It should be emphasized that the “measurability” of a parameter or 
property does not necessarily imply that it is measurable in objective units. 
Indeed, what exactly would one use to measure 'славность'? The number 

                                                                                                      
lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of the Lord shone round 
about them: and they were sore afraid. Lk. 2:9). 
15  It is for this reason that translations into English should use glorious and not 
famous, renowned or splendid. 
16  Interestingly, a very large proportion of all the uses of the phrase glorious city 
on Google turns out to be a subpart of the expression glorious city of God, in Rus-
sian славный град Господень ('glorious city Lord-GEN').  



of decorations? The size of pilgrimages? Not even with regard to the so-
called parametric adjectives, such as высокий 'tall', can the idea of pure 
property (or “feature”) be applied; высокий Х projects its trajector onto a 
scale region in excess of some norm, conventional or occasional, thus sig-
nifying a functional, meaningful, evaluative relation rather than the height 
of someone or something per se. It is only in cases where a property is ob-
jectified to the degree that it merges completely with the bearer, becoming, 
in effect, a feature, an attribute (the way a crown is an attribute of a crown-
bearing ruler), that the adjectival relation loses its evaluative nature and 
graduality. Thus, славные ангелы 'glorious angels' is not an evaluative 
judgment or a characterization but, rather, a denomination – in a sense, a 
term.17 As for all the cases where the comparative form славнее 
('славный-CMPR') is conceivable, what is meant is either some pre-
established Table of Ranks as in  
 

Ты [Богородица] несравненно славнее серафимов  
'Thou [Mother of God] art incomparably more glorious than the sera-
phim'  

 
or else it is not the degree to which some property is manifested – a mani-
festation, let me repeat, that is always anthropocentrically meaningful – 
but the intensity of the valuation itself. (Cf. Иные поражения славнее 
многих побед 'There are defeats more glorious than many a victory'). The 
latter is especially conspicuous in a construction that denies the very exis-
tence of the upper section of a scale such as  
 
 Нет полководца славнее Суворова!  
 'no warlord-SG.M.GEN glorious-CMPR Suvorov-GEN'  
 “There is no warlord more glorious than Suvorov”  
 
which makes such uses elative rather than comparative. 
 It seems, however, that the actual usage of this or any other non-para-
metric adjective in the comparative form to express comparison proper is 
strictly limited, since the above-mentioned hierarchy of ranks happens to 
be conventionally established for only a narrow class of trajectors, while 
no objective measure of comparison is available. It is, probably. for this 
reason that the use of the comparative in such contexts as  
 

                                                 
17  A type of usage that is not recorded in the dictionary. 



 ?? Кутузов славнее Багратиона  
 'Kutuzov glorious-CMPR Bagration-GEN'  
 “Kutuzov is more glorious than Bagration”)  
or  
 ?? Наш город славнее вашего  
 'Our town glorious-CMPR yours'  
 “Our town is more glorious than yours” 
 
sounds inappropriate. 
 Evaluativeness, and with it the ability to sanction predicative forms, is 
entirely lost at the opposite end of the “qualitative - relational” axis, i.e., in 
purely relational uses. In any such case, the adjective has a purely taxo-
nomic function: славный гимн 'glorious hymn', славная икона 'glorious 
icon'. 18 A hymn is not glorious in itself, nor is it “more glorious” (славнее 
'glorious-CMPR') than any other one. It should be noted that the dictionar-
ies miss this type of use entirely, failing to mention it even as a homonym. 
 With trajectors of lower status the adjective славный can only be used 
figuratively or ironically. In such cases, the “blissful agency” loses, as it 
were, its public character. As already mentioned, the evaluation undergoes 
subjectification.19 It is worth mentioning that the so-called forms of sub-
jective evaluation (e.g. славненький Буратино 'glorious-DIM Burattino' 
“nice little Burattino”)20 are possible with such uses only, which is quite 
consistent with the “inherent – autonomous” dialectics of a property. In 
senses 3 and 4 and the like, the property is not apprehended in the object 
but ascribed to it, even if the subjectification of evaluation in the case of 
славный is not absolute: the speaker links it up, as it were, to the sphere of 
common recognition as if appealing to everyone: “look (and assert) how 
nice he/she/it is!”. In phrases such as славный улов 'glorious catch', where 
the idea of “bliss” is much weakened by the utilitarian character of the sit-

                                                 
18  In one of its uses, viz. in a terminological sense as a “genre designation”. 
19  “Transitional” cases are possible, however. Thus, in Pushkin’s The History of 
Pugačëv, the main hero is called a славный мятежник 'glorious rebel', and his 
fellow character Xlopuša even a славный каторжник ' ≈ glorious jailbird'. These 
oxymoronic characterizations, presumably not without irony, retain at the same 
time the idea of 'glory', and not just in the sense 'of ill repute' (Rus. дурная слава 
'ill fame'), but as perceiving, in a manner of speaking, some manifestation of a 
“glorious spirit” in their subjects, a source of folksy bliss, however paradoxical this 
may sound. 
20  Burattino is the name  under which Carlo Collodi’s Pinocchio – due to A. Tol-
stoi's popular Russian adaptation – is known to Russian readers.  



uation (though it never fades out entirely), the adjective славный lends it-
self to interpretation in the sense of 'such that one would like to boast 
about'. This, if you will, is an appropriation of glory by an individual.  
 It should be emphasized again that in all such uses the adjective is be-
ing relativized. Its trajector admits of a meaningful characterization in re-
lation to something abiding by virtue of convention in the domain СЛАВ-
НОСТЬ, such as good luck 21, a favorable disposition, openheartedness, 
trustfulness, etc., i.e., various manifestations of “bliss.” The BTS/MAS 
definition of sense 4 'bringing enjoyment, pleasure, good' seems rather 
awkward when applied to expressions such as славный денёк ('glorious 
day-DIM' 'wonderful day'). Speakers of Russian would associate it not just 
with beautiful weather, but also think of such a day as favorable to them-
selves in some respect, such as being especially propitious to an outing, a 
fishing trip, or skiing. It is also a phrase that reflects a certain heightening 
of spirits, cheerfulness, a feeling of luck. A славная работа is not simply 
a fine or a very fine job but work done out of love and dedication, a job 
that brings a feeling of joy not just because it yields a utilitarian benefit 
but, primarily, because of the blissful nature of the labor itself that is mani-
fested in this manner. Such a job is also, in a sense, “proclaimable”. A 
славная повестушка ('glorious-SG.F. story-SG.F.DIM' “a nice little sto-
ry”) would probably evoke in the reader a warm feeling, a smile; it is hard 
to imagine “Moo-Moo“, a sorrowful short story by Turgenev, to be called 
славный, though it is widely known and universally praised. Finally, a 
славный городок ('glorious-SG.M. town-SG.M.DIM' “a charming little 
town”) is not a town that is 'glorious' but one that evokes in the visitor a 
feeling of graciousness, perhaps of peacefulness and comfortable order. 
 Thus, the trajector of the adjectival relation denoted by славный is a 
“thing” which is a source of bliss (Rus. “благодать”), universally ac-
knowledged as such or conceptualized by the speaker as in some sense ex-
erting graceful influence upon everyone, an agency devoid of any pre-
meditated intent or design. (The latter – the impartiality, disinterestedness 
or, from a different perspective, “undeservedness” of bliss – is an essential 
feature of the functional constituent of the concept СЛАВНОСТЬ). Conse-
quently, its landmark is either conceptualized as in itself an undifferenti-
ated qualitative entity, a property ('славность') that is thought of as inher-
ing in the subject of the adjectival relation by common consensus (as in 
славный полководец, славный город), or subjectively reconceptualized as 
a domain (СЛАВНОСТЬ) by the speaker (as in славная девчушка, славный 

                                                 
21  This is due to the fact that the “undeservedness” of bliss is an essential compo-
nent of the concept СЛАВНЫЙ.  



городок). In the former case, the trajector is being characterized by relat-
ing it to a definite property 22, while in the latter case, where the trajector 
is being related to a domain, no particular property is specified. The above 
can be diagrammatically represented as in Fig. 1 below. 
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The above subdivision of the “qualitativeness – relationality” scale into 
sections is, of course, just a matter of convenience. What is important to 
emphasize, however, is the fact that both poles of the scale represent non-
evaluative uses, either in the sense of a qualitative essence that is not being 
abstracted away from the subject – an attribute (1: славные ангелы 'glori-
ous angels') – or as a reference to the domain “as such”, i.e., a taxonomic 
denomination (5: славный гимн 'glorious hymn'). In between, there are 
uses (2 – 4: славный полководец – славный край – славный парень 'glo-
rious warlord – shining country – nice guy') with a more or less percepti-
bly pronounced objective or subjective evaluation, here conceived of in 
the widest possible sense as an anthropocentric meaningfulness of a prop-
erty. From left to right, the monomeric character of the property is being 
“washed-out,” the property relativized. 

                                                 
22  The property in question is thought of as “definite” in the sense that the func-
tional constituent of the concept СЛАВНОСТЬ is unique and differs from the func-
tional constituent of any other “adjacent” concept. 



 It is the shifts in construal that explain both the varying uses of this ad-
jective in a multitude of senses induced by these shifts and the adjective’s 
lack of regular grammatical “habits”, namely, its seemingly unpredictable 
uses – or constraints on uses – in the comparative form, in the short and 
long form in predicate positions, etc. Let us look at the latter in more de-
tail. 
 It has already been mentioned that the adjective славный in its long 
form (LF) is resistant to uses as a nominal predicate.23 Why, indeed, is 
 
 Этот пруд – глубокий  
 'this pond [is] deep-SG.M.LF' 
 
a grammatically acceptable sentence while 
  
 * Этот полководец – славный  
 'this warlord [is] glorious-SG.M.LF 
 
is inadmissible, and is it possible to explain such behavior by applying a 
conceptual analysis to adjectives? 
 
 
4. Constructions 
 
 The problem, however, is much wider in scope. The acceptability resp. 
inadmissibility of various uses of our adjective should be exposed and mo-
tivated over the entire range of its forms and syntactic positions. Also, this 
should be done in the dictionary, since no two adjectives, not even if they 
are quite similar in type, behave in an exactly identical manner either col-
locationally or grammatically. Their behavior is in many ways unique, just 
as their concepts are unique, but it is not arbitrary. Interestingly, in all the 
vast literature on the subject one is unable to find any work that offers a 
holistic explanatory approach to the adjective’s syntactic potentialities 
enumerated to any degree of completeness. In what follows, I shall con-
sider some syntactic “vagaries” of our adjective – far from exhausting all 
of them, of course, but hopefully to an extent sufficient to illustrate my 
main point: they are conceptually motivated. 
 In the general case, the adjective славный does not fit the construction 
X [copula] ADJ LF. As opposed to the construction with the short form ad-
jective (SF), in which the predicate function is that of individual charac-

                                                 
23  Still, as will be shown below, some exceptions are possible. 



terization that is meaningful in the actual situation, the LF predicate con-
struction is taxonomic or subcategorizing in nature. In the latter case, X is 
interpreted not as a specific reference but as an instance of a class. Used in 
this categorical sense, the referent of the noun phrase can only be charac-
terized by ascribing to it the features of the subcategory, and such a sub-
categorization is verifiable. Thus, in order to make sure that a pond is in 
actual fact deep, its depth could be measured (presupposing, of course, that 
there is a certain commonly established norm, e.g., that the depth of the 
pond is appreciably greater than the average human height, or that it is 
suitable for, let us say, fish breeding). The adjective славный, however, 
cannot serve the subcategorization of any X:s and, consequently, partici-
pate in the LF predicate construction since no parameter is present in its 
concept with which the property 'славность' ('gloriousness') could be 
measured in any objective units. The component 'слава' ('glory') actualized 
in uses with the sense of 'славность' as an inherent (inalienable) property 
of the trajector is, as already noticed, a pseudoparameter. For this reason, 
the property 'славность', while it still retains its evaluativeness (even if 
only with the speaker community as the collective subject of evaluation), 
cannot be reinterpreted as a categorizing feature, not even under pressure 
from the construction examined here. It should be noted in this connection 
that there is no other lexicalized adjectival concept in Russian that could 
enter into a paradigmatic relation with the concept СЛАВНЫЙ.24 
 Thus, the postcopular use of the LF славный is “prohibited” (* Суво-
ров – славный 'Suvorov [is] glorious'). However, a “similar” predicative 
use in a “copularless” construction, i.e., with no rising tone on the topic 
and no pause after it – Суворов славный – is admissible, given a prag-
matic demotion of the trajector status, just as Она задорная (lit. 'she [is] 
perky') or Этот роман бездарный ('this novel [is] lack-of-talent-ADJ') 
are admissible. This, of course, is a different construction with another 
meaning – it is not a categorizing expression but a characterizing judgment 
about an individual. Therefore, it is interpreted not in the sense of 'abiding 
in glory' but, rather, as 'a benignant person,' i.e., a subjective evaluation 
has been added. Still, X – славный is conceivable in a strongly adversative 
context since the categorizing intent of the speaker is being actualized in 
such a case: Вот как?! А я думаю, что он – славный ('Oh, really?! To 
me, he is [a] glorious [one]'); once again, there is a sense of subjective 

                                                 
24  In particular, славный has no antonyms, with the frequency of occurrence of 
the phrase ?? бесславный полководец (lit. ʽinglorious warlord’) being close to ze-
ro. In other words, in terms of lexical semantics, there is no integral seme or se-
mantic feature common to both славный and бесславный, nothing to sanction the 
construction of a category. 



evaluation, but in contrast to an opposition that serves to construct a pseu-
do- or ad hoc category.  
 At the same time, the “copularless” construction Х славный is concep-
tually distinct from the so-called attributive construction (славный старик 
'a hearty old man', бездарный роман 'lack-of-talent-ADJ novel'), as well 
as from various kinds of inversion: 
 
– poetic:  
 Сей шкипер был тот шкипер славный / Кем наша двигнулась земля 

'this skipper was that skipper glorious-LF.INV / who-INS our move-
PFV.REFL land' “This was the very same skipper / By whom our land 
came into motion” [Pushkin];  

– colloquial:  
 Они хоть и конюхи, назьмом пропахшие, – парни славные, книжки 
читают,  на филфаке собираются обучаться конскому делу! ‘they 
although namely stablemen manure-INS permeate-with-smell-
PL.PST.PTCP [are] guys nice-LF.PL.INV books read-PL.PRS at phi-
lology-department-LOC intend-PL.PRS study-REFL horse-DAT.ADJ 
science-DAT' “Stablemen though they are, permeated with the smell of 
manure, they‘re good guys, they read books, they’re going to study the 
horse science in the department of philology” [Astafjev];  

– taxonomic:  
 икона славная 'icon, glorious', яйцо пасхальное 'egg, Easter-ADJ' (as 

in an inventory list). 
 
 To answer the question what exactly distinguishes the “copularless” 
construction, on the one hand, from both the “ordinary” attributive X Adj LF 
construction and the inversions, on the other hand, is not possible without 
a comprehensive comparative conceptual analysis within the framework of 
construction grammar. Here I shall limit the discussion to a few observa-
tions. 
 As discussed earlier, the constructional meaning of X [copula] Adj LF 
consists in classifying, or assigning the referent to a subcategory. Этот 
пруд – глубокий is. in effect, a sentence of identity: Этот Х есть Y-овый 
Х ('this X is Y-ADJ X'). As distinct from this, the “copularless” construc-
tion X Adj LF  
 
 Пруд глубокий, в нем рыба водится 
 'pond deep-LF in it-LOC fish find-REFL'  
 “The pond is deep, there are fish in it” 



 
is concerned not with classification, but with characterization, though in a 
manner different from the construction with a short form adjective X Adj SF 
(пруд глубок): 
 
 cf. ?? Пруд глубок, в нем рыба водится  
 'pond deep-SF in it-LOC fish find-REFL'  
 “The pond is deep [I think], there are fish in it”.  
 
 I shall return to this later. On the other hand, the “copularless” con-
struction differs from the attributive one in that the gist of the latter con-
sists in a further specification of the nomination, in which case it is an in-
definite description:  
 

За деревней был глубокий пруд, а рядом еще один, помельче  
'behind village-INS was deep pond and nearby yet one INDF-shallow-
CMPR'  
“Behind the village, there was a deep pond, and yet another one near-
by, somewhat shallower”)  
 

or in identification, in which case it is a definite description:  
 
 В глубоком пруду водилась рыба  
 'in deep-LOC pond-LOC found-REFL fish'  
 “In the deep pond, fish could be found”.  
 

The attributive construction does not assign its subject to a certain sub-
category, but creates a new one ad hoc as a kind of term for the occasion. 
In itself, in its abstraction from the adjective’s lexical meaning, this con-
struction is entirely non-evaluative. In the limiting case, it can produce 
phrases such as славный Суворов, almost a term: 

 
Во главе войска был поставлен славный Суворов  
'in head-LOC troops-GEN was placed glorious Suvorov'  
“Glorious Suvorov was appointed to command the army”; cf. with 
славные ангелы above.  

 
 It should be noted that there are constraints on the use of славный in 
the attributive construction. Thus, Был прекрасный день ('was fine day' 



“It was a fine day”) is grammatical, while * Был славный день ('was glo-
rious day') is doubtful. However, it is only necessary to substitute the pre-
sent tense for the past to bring the latter sentence back to the norm: Сего-
дня славный день ('today glorious day' “Today is a fine day”).25 As a gen-
eral norm, an expression such as * славный негодяй ('glorious scoundrel') 
is also inadmissible since a scoundrel, as opposed to a rebel or even a jail-
bird, cannot be thought of as a person possessing of a gracious nature in 
any conceivable sense. 
 Going back to the predicate constructions X Adj LF and X Adj SF, it 
should be emphasized that what distinguishes them is the way they charac-
terize, not the alleged difference in “stylistic coloring”, colloquial or book-
ish, as if the stylistic variety associated with a specific form were in itself 
entirely unmotivated. In the first case, the characterization refers to an ob-
jective property and “flows” from the fact that the subject belongs to a cat-
egory; in the other case, it is a subjective assertion expressed with respect 
to some currently significant (actual) viewpoint, even if the speaker is just 
making the commonly established norm his own.26 In the X Adj SF con-
struction, the adjective славный-SF can only be used if this predicate has 
an explicitly specified dependent:  
 
 Х славен своими победами // в веках // среди Y:ов, etc.  
 'X is renowned for his victories // unto ages of ages // among Y:s'.  
 
Otherwise, it is informationally deficient; subjectification of the evaluation 
causes the conceptualization to shift toward relationality; the property is 
being relativized, provoking a request for further specification: 'glorious in 
which sense? '. 

                                                 
25  The noun день 'day' in the sense 'the time between sunrise and sunset, from 
morning to dusk' (BTS), and not in the sense 'a remarkable date', can only take at-
tribute славный in a situation currently perceived by the subject, i.e., in the actual 
or immediate situation; it can by no means be used in any categorizing sense (there 
is simply no such category as 'славные дни' 'glorious days' as opposed to ordinary 
“non-glorious” days). 
26  It seems that the source of semantic discord noted in the example ?? Пруд глу-
бок, в нем рыба водится can be attributed to a tangible conflict between the cur-
rent validity, or actuality, of the speaker’s characterizing assertion and, as it were, 
the gnomic (atemporal) justification of it in the paratactic clause. In other words, 
fish can in fact be found in deep ponds, but in this specific pond the reason there 
are some is not because the speaker believes it to be deep, and vice versa, the rea-
son the pond is deep is not because there are fish in it. 



 This is yet another syntactic peculiarity of the adjective славный; it 
cannot be used absolutively in a predicate position not only in the long 
form, but in the short form as well. Thus, Этот пруд глубок ('this pond 
deep-SF') is normal, while * Этот полководец славен ('this warlord glo-
rious-SF') is not. Besides adding a dependent, the informational deficiency 
of the SF can be compensated for by introducing an additional parallel 
predicate in conjunction with it. For instance, Кочубей богат ('Kočubej 
rich-SF' ”Kočubej is rich”) is grammatical, while ?? Кочубей славен 
('Kočubej glorious-SF' ”Kočubej is glorious”)' is dubious, to say the least; 
but Кочубей богат и славен 27 (“rich and famous,” in that order) is again 
acceptable, as is  
 
 Кочубей славен своим огромным богатством и щедростью 
  'Kočubej famous-SF his-INS riches-INS and generosity-INS'  
 ”Kočubej is famous for his riches and generosity”.  
 
However, the status of the trajector also affects the acceptability of an ex-
pression. ?? Абрамович28 богат и славен ('Abramovič [is] rich-SF and 
famous-SF') is hardly conceivable other than expressing sarcasm. The SF 
can also be used when specified by a subordinate clause:  
 

И славен буду я, доколь в подлунном мире / Жив будет хоть один 
пиит  
'and famous-SF is-FUT I while in sublunary world-LOC / alive-SF is-
FUT at-least one poet'  
“And I shall be famed so long as beneath the moon a single poet re-
mains alive” [Pushkin]  

 
and in a construction of the type  
 
 Коль славен наш Господь в Сионе  
 'how glorious-SF our Lord in Zion-LOC'  

“How glorious is our Lord in Zion” (cf. * Наш Господь славен 'our 
Lord glorious-SF' “Our Lord is glorious-SF”),  
 

                                                 
27  Богат и славен Кочубей “Rich and famous is Kočubej” is a line from A. 
Pushkin’s poem “Poltava”. Vasilij Kočubej – a Ukrainian nobleman in the poem, a 
historical figure.  
28  A Russian oligarch and the owner of the Chelsea football club. 



where there is a topic – focus shift: what is stated is not that the Lord is 
glorious (this is, so to speak, given) but that the Lord’s gloriousness is 
immense – an elative construction that justifies the appropriation of evalu-
ation by the individual speaker, which is a characteristic feature of the 
predicate SF construction. 
 We could dwell at length on a number of other constructions in which 
the adjective славный can or cannot participate with one or another degree 
of acceptability, e.g.:  
 
in a genitive attribute construction:  
 рыцарь славного рода 
  'knight glorious-GEN stock-GEN'  
 “a knight of illustrious birth”;  
 
in a so-called predicative attribute construction:  
 * герой вернулся славным  
 'hero returned glorious-INS'  
 “the hero returned in glory”;  
 
in “participial” position:  
 город, славный своими мастерами  
 'town glorious its-INS craftsmen-INS'  
 “a town renowned for its craftsmen”;  
 
in prenominal position in a detached attribute construction:  
 Славный полководец, Суворов одержал много побед  
 'glorious warlord Suvorov won-PFV many victories-GEN'  
 “A glorious warlord, Suvorov won many a victory”;  
 
as head of an adjective phrase:  
 ?? славный духом 
  'glorious spirit-INS'  
 “[man] of fortitude”;  
 
in the position of an argument:  
 ?? Поговорим о славном  
 'talk-1ST.PL.IMP about glorious-SUBST'  
 “Let's talk about the glorious”,  
 



just as we could further elaborate upon uses of other forms (such as the 
superlative/elative, variants of the comparative in -ее/-ей, analytic forms 
of comparison with более 'more', самый 'most', and менее 'less'; forms of 
subjective evaluation; acceptability in various constructions depending on 
gender and number, etc.). However, such an analysis is beyond the scope 
of this paper. What was important to show was that all the varying uses of 
славный have a common and coherent conceptual foundation on the basis 
of which it is possible to motivate any of its senses, both conventional and 
less so, as well as its collocational and grammatical “habits” – something 
that should be reflected in the dictionary. 
 Another obvious conclusion from the above is that the acceptability of 
an expression with a given adjective depends on a multitude of factors:29 a 
word is extremely sensitive to even the slightest changes in the makeup 
and disposition of these factors. Exactly how a certain adjective in a spe-
cific context is going to be construed – as an unmediated feature relation 
or an access relation to a domain; in functional or non-functional terms 
(i.e., as an “objective” property); as a “pure feature” or a gradable prop-
erty; attributively or predicatively (including postnominal uses); in short or 
long form; as an identifying, categorizing, or characterizing relationship – 
will be determined by the unique disposition of “cognitive forces” in the 
speech act. Capturing this rich variability by means of systemic semantic 
rules is a futile enterprise, but the “mechanics” of meaning creation (Rus. 
“смыслопорождение”) can be described. It is not the rules that are sys-
temic or universal, but cognitive operations on the concepts, while the re-
sults of conceptualizations could be very different even with regard to lex-
ical units that are quite similar in kind. This is because the similarity is, on 
the whole, illusionary; the conceptual differences among adjectives and 
nouns that are seemingly uniform in type generally underlie subtle differ-
ences in their grammatical behavior, in the way they combine with each 
other, and in the way they interact with the categorical semantics of the 
constructions in which they participate. Nevertheless, the speaker’s choic-
es within the range of possibilities determined by the conceptual content of 
adjective constructions and their lexical components as well as by the 
pragmatics of the utterances and the speaker’s intended meaning, can al-
ways be plausibly motivated. 
  

                                                 
29  As is admirably shown, for instance, in the introduction to a well known work 
(Vol’f 1978: 18). However, “explaining the functioning of adjectives” with due 
regard to “the multiple factors which, interacting with each other, determine the 
specifics of this word class” still remains a problem that, in my judgment, can re-
ceive a holistic solution only within the framework of cognitive grammar.  



 
5. Adjectives in the dictionary on cognitive principles 
 
 A central task of the emerging cognitive lexicography, therefore, is to 
represent in explicit form in the dictionary the conventional linguistic 
knowledge that enables the native speaker to take account of all the above 
mentioned factors and produce acceptable utterances.  
 Yet another example, focusing on the status of the trajector of славный 
Х, should serve to further illustrate this point . In BTS, senses 3 and 4, 
which assign 'славность' ('gloriousness') to an object on the basis of the 
speaker’s attitude, are exemplified by collocations where the object in 
question is represented solely by a “lower-status” trajector such as a di-
minutive (девчушка 'little girl', повестушка 'unpretentious story [of lim-
ited length]') or an offhand reference (старикан 'old-man (informally)', 
малый 'chap'). However, the expression славная повестушка ('nice little 
story') has a close-to-zero frequency in texts on Runet (and does not occur 
in the NRC either), while another, intuitively far less appropriate, expres-
sion славный роман ('glorious novel') happens to occur with some fre-
quency. What this means is that the dictionary fails to account for a no-
ticeable conceptual shift that has occurred in the native Russian speakers’ 
use of this adjective. Here we witness a kind of inflation of 'gloriousness', 
when the adjective славный is beginning to be used to refer to things that 
are, so to speak, premeditated, deliberate or designed, things lacking in in-
herent simplicity and transparency, such as a novel (роман) in comparison 
with a nice little story (повестушка). In this new and, evidently, already 
conventionalized sense – something like 'devised so as to give pleasure (to 
a certain circle)' – the idea of disinterested and nondirectional bliss fades. 
What makes such an exploitation of the concept СЛАВНЫЙ possible is that 
the speakers “share” the impression made on them by a “glorious” thing 
with the world around them, projecting their subjective evaluations onto a 
plane of universal recognition. Also, the range of ironic or twisted uses 
(Rus. стёб) seems to have become broader. While not offering any specu-
lations as to the causes of these changes that have occurred in a histori-
cally short period of time, let me emphasize that it is the lexicographer’s 
duty to reveal and reflect such shifts so as to avoid misleading the user. 
 A native speaker is in possession of a vast body of conventional lin-
guistic knowledge, which makes the task of the cognitive lexicographic 
description a fundamental undertaking. A dictionary model based on con-
ceptual analysis has been suggested in (Rivelis 2007). To make the discus-
sion of the structure of a dictionary entry in the following pages more 
graphic, please refer back to the dynamic diagram in Fig. 1 illustrating 



shifting conceptualizations along the axis of “qualitativeness – relational-
ity”, and to a skeletal schema of an entry in Fig. 2 below. 
  
 

 
At the level of microstructure, i.e., the level of a dictionary entry, the 

headword section (Level I in Fig. 2) should offer the lay user an intelligi-
ble and accessible formula of the functional constituent of the linguistic 
unit being described. What is meant, of course, is neither a substitutable 
definition of any kind, such as an analytical (genus + differentia) or a pa-
raphrastic one, nor an interpretation of a propositional form (even concep-
tually-oriented, such as Anna Wierzbicka’s explications),30 and certainly 

                                                 
30  Like the definitions in the metalanguage of the Moscow School of Semantics, 
these interpretations take a propositional form as their starting point. For instance, 
the adjective courageous would be interpreted in predicate position as X is coura-
geous, which, incidentally, would not be possible for the Russian славный or, for 
that matter, for a multitude of English adjectives. The result is an explication of the 
so called semantic invariant constructed of the building blocks of semantic primes 
and more often than not reminiscent of a charade (Wierzbicka 1996: 241). Ways of 
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Figure 2. Skeletal schema of a dictionary entry 



not an attempt to construct an abstract schema of an invariant meaning, but 
rather a “word image” (Wortgestalt). In virtue of the fact that concepts are 
unique, their functional constituents cannot in the general case be reduced 
to a combination of semantic components. It is rather by using imagistic 
and other informal means, including narrative ones, that the functional 
constituent of a concept can be captured. A description of this kind should 
evoke in the user a clear conception of the “idea” of this word and of how 
it differs from the functional constituents of other, adjacent concepts. In 
other words, it is of utmost importance to clearly differentiate the concepts 
of words that would be considered synonymous in terms of objectivist se-
mantics (such as славный vs. знаменитый 'glorious – famous'). 
 Specifically, the description of the functional constituent of the adjec-
tive славный in a dictionary entry must include all the essential compo-
nents of the concept mentioned earlier: 
 

Such that by a common consensus is regarded as a source of blissful influ-
ence, of spiritual good as opposed to utility. This influence can be likened 
to the radiance of light. It spreads equally over everyone, and is not di-
rected at anyone in particular; it is gracious by its very nature and devoid 
of design or premeditation. 
'Gloriousness' ('славность') can also be ascribed to something that is not 
usually thought of as famous or widely known, if in the speaker’s opinion 
this person or thing exerts an influence in some sense similar to the one 
just described. However, in such a case it is praise that needs to be shared, 
it appeals to common recognition. This meaning is preserved even in cases 
where славный is used simply in the sense of 'bringing pleasure'. At the 
same time, nothing can be called славный only because it is widely known; 
a person of ill fame (Rus. дурная слава) is by no means славный. 
 

 Understandably, such a description is rather bulky compared with the 
formulae of conventional defining dictionaries. Perhaps it could also be 
made more compact and less reminiscent of Socratic reflection. Even so, it 
is written in common language, not in the newspeak of semantic primitives 
or in the metalanguage of lexical semantics, which is hardly intelligible to 
the layman, and it is by no means more cumbersome or less comprehensi-
ble than these.31 Most importantly, however, it provides a framework for a 

                                                                                                      
constructing dictionary definitions of adjectives have been described in detail by 
Gove (1968); they are, mainly, numerous types of paraphrasing that in one way or 
another build on propositional synonymy, i.e., they abstract from the conceptual 
essence of the lexical unit in question. 
31  To illustrate the point, one need only turn to any of the dictionary explications 
produced by the NSM school or the entries of the New Explanatory Dictionary of 



coherent presentation of all the “senses” of the headword and serves to 
motivate – even if only at the level of linguistic intuition – peculiarities of 
the word’s grammatical behavior exemplified in the dictionary. 
 In the body of the entry, the structural level of senses is neither the 
principal nor the only one. The concept is at the core of a network whose 
nodes represent the most important conceptualizations; in relation to the 
adjective славный, these have already been discussed above. The concept 
branches out depending on how 'славность' ('gloriousness') is conceptual-
ized: as an inalienable attribute of an object; as inhering in the object as its 
universally recognized property; as a property ascribed to the object by the 
speaker, in one sense or another; or as stripped of any evaluative intention, 
in which case it becomes merely a taxonomic label. The microstructure of 
the dictionary entry must reflect the structure of the conceptual network. 
 In the nodes of the network, more specific conceptualizations can re-
side, e.g., those dependent on the nature of trajector and landmark or 
evoked by typical discursive positions. However, for the purpose of a gen-
eral user dictionary, a structure rolled up to just three levels seems to pro-
vide an optimal mode of presentation.32 In such a microstructure the nodal 
concepts (Level II) are only marked with brief clarifications, or conceptual 
labels, that serve as cognitive signposts for the dictionary user:  
 
 славный  
  BY ITS VERY NATURE (unable to be different) 
  BY COMMON CONSENSUS 
  IN SPEAKER’S JUDGMENT 
  (meant) FOR GLORIFICATION.  
 

 This level can also contain notes on usage and node-specific gram-
matical constraints, such as an indication of the non-evaluative nature of 
uses in the first node and, consequently, the absence of the short and com-
parative forms, evaluative in themselves, in this node. Motivations of this 
kind are sorely lacking in a traditional dictionary with its inventory of 
senses. 
 Constructions in which the linguistic unit described can participate, as 
well as the so called “negative linguistic material” (Ščerba 1931) included 

                                                                                                      
Synonyms (NOSS) compiled on the principles of the Moscow School of Semantics, 
which use sophisticated and lengthy analyses of so called “смысловые признаки” 
(≈ 'meaning features,' apparently not to be confused with semantic features) to con-
trast and compare entries in the rows of synonyms described. 
32 See (Rivelis 2007) for details. 



in the entry to set off grammatical uses, are generally exemplified at the 
level of nodal concepts, since it is in these nodes that motivation of these 
patterns abides.  
 For instance, the existence of a hierarchy of 'славность' – and thus the 
use of comparative славнее (glorious-CMPR) – is only conceivable in the 
periphery of the second node mentioned, in a zone adjacent to the first 
node. It is a transitional case, a sense falling, so to speak, between two ad-
jacent conceptualizations, i.e., motivated by both. In our example Ты [Бо-
городица несравненно славнее серафимов ('Thou [Mother of God] art 
incomparably more glorious than the seraphim'), the adjective is conceptu-
alized as an attribute (inalienable property) AND as an objective measure 
of 'gloriousness' based on a conventional hierarchy of ranks. Conse-
quently, it is only within this conceptual range that the comparative form 
славнее (in the construction 'X glorious-CMPR Y-GEN') can be used as 
an instrument of comparison in the proper sense (as opposed to elative 
uses). Wherever appropriate, references are made from entries to the con-
structicon, that part of the dictionary that contains productive lexico-
syntactic patterns of the language described in terms of construction 
grammar as conceptual units in their own right.   
 The nodes of this second level of microstructure, immediately follow-
ing the headword section, harbor senses spawned by various conceptuali-
zations (Level III; for instance, славные ангелы, славный Суворов in the 
first node). Of course, it is not possible to list all of them even in principle, 
because all conceivable senses, including the conventional ones, are cre-
ated (or re-created) by speakers  “online”, and there is always a poten-
tial for creative exploitations of a concept. However, in a dictionary based 
on conceptual analysis, the cognitive logic that produces them becomes, to 
the extent possible, explicit. The structure outlined here is also conducive 
to a much greater precision in differentiating senses, selecting examples, 
and finding “the right home” for phraseological units. 
 

* * * 
 All things considered, it should be noted that the conceptual schema of 
the adjective commonly adopted in cognitive grammar is in need of gener-
alization (since both the trajector and landmark of an adjective relation can 
be represented not only by their profiles, but also metonymically, i.e., indi-
rectly through related entities or processes in which they participate) as 
well as typological specification. Much has been done already toward this 
end, especially by Ronald Langacker (see, specifically, Langacker 2008) 
with his generalizations of the model of mental contextualization (refer-
ence-point model) and the notion of metonymy (active zone in terms of 



Langacker’s grammar). Continuing these efforts toward creating a descrip-
tive typology of adjectival concepts seems to be one of the most challeng-
ing tasks for the emerging discipline of cognitive lexicography. 
 
6. Summary 

 
 This paper has argued for lexicography with a human face, one that 
recognizes that meaning does not inhere in the linguistic units, but results 
from a cognitive effort of the speaker. Therefore, the emerging cognitive 
lexicography, which is my general framework here, describes not the word 
senses but the ways they are being made – conceptualizations. In other 
words, cognitive lexicography endeavors to describe dynamic mechanisms 
of meaning-making by analyzing concepts of the symbolic units of a lan-
guage – words, multiword expressions and constructions – and cognitive 
operations on the concepts.  
 Taking the idea of a continuum between lexicon and grammar seri-
ously, cognitive lexicography rejects the view of the so called “dictionary 
grammar” as supplemental information about the headword provided by 
the compiler as a kind of extra service to the user, as well as the view of 
lexicon and grammar as two modules that must be “tuned” to each other 
(Apresjan 2008: 51, with further references). Instead, it recognizes that 
both the senses and grammatical “habits” of a linguistic unit are holisti-
cally motivated by its conceptual content. They can and should be pre-
sented in the dictionary in a manner that reveals and makes immediately 
graspable the cognitive logic that underlies them, thus reflecting the com-
prehensive conventional linguistic knowledge possessed by native speak-
ers. 
 Exactly how this can be done in practical terms has been shown in this 
paper using the Russian adjective славный 'glorious' with its notoriously 
“erratic” grammatical behavior. Suggested schema for this adjective’s dic-
tionary entry includes a headword section with a descriptive explication of 
its concept – a “word image” intelligible to the lay user, – and a coherent 
nodal structure projecting onto a conceptual network that reflects the cog-
nitive logic of the various “exploitations” of this concept by speakers. 
Also, a fragment of grammar of this word – the admissibility and condi-
tions of use of the comparative and, in more detail, constraints on predica-
tive uses of the long and short form – has been explored, based on concep-
tual analysis of constructions in the body of the article, and suggestions 
made for integration of this information into the dictionary entry.  
 As each entry in a dictionary of this kind is a result of a comprehensive 
monographic research, further work in this direction should aim at devel-



oping a typology of concepts of a given language, together with their re-
spective model entries as a foundation for practical lexicography. 
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